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Abstract: This paper studics how to make a useful, meaningful and precise model of
modal choice. As a modal choice model, a disaggrcgate logit model is generally applied in
the practical use. On the other hand, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), which is useful to
evaluale user's consciousness, is used tcl make another type of model. But, each model has
not only merits but also demerits. Theretbre, as one of solution of these problems, the
model is proposed by the use of b,oth AHP and disaggregate logit models. As a result,
improved AHP model and AHP-type of disaggregated logit model are also proposed.
Thcse proposed models are compared with traditional AHP and disaggregate logit models
and each other in lhe various vicwpoinls. Characteristics of these models are understood,
and it is discussed how to use these models.

Key \{ords: Analytic Hierarchy Process, Disaggregate logit model, Modal choice

I.INTRODUCTION

A disaggregate logit model is applied to analysis and tbrecast the travel demand in each
modal choice. This model is analyzed using physical t'actors on personal behavior.
However, modal choice is int'luenced nol only physical tactors but also personal
consciousness tactors. The evaluation of physical lactors is also ditterent among various
groups of persons. And, as merit of this model, prediction of explanation variables is
possible in future. But, fuzzy evaluation, which is essential in many persons, is nol
included in explanation variables of physical tactors, and another model is required to
construct a new if settled choice set changes. Thcse issues arc important to build and to.usc
this model.

In a modal choice, it is assumed lhat a person chooses a transportation mean on the basis rrl
various tactors. However, il is ditficuh to evaluate physical characteristics of every mod.
including alternatives. From this tact, an Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), which i.
useful to evaluate the consciousness tbr modal choice of person, can be applied to build r,1'

a model of modal choice. But, tactors are classitied into some levels to obtain casilr
answer in a questionnaire survey. So, as title of tactors at the upper level is abslracl
expression, it is dittcult to correctly understand those tactors in AHP analysis. In this
sense, AHP model is also int'crior in the precision than a disaggregate logit model. Also,
realistic evaluation tirr mode is expected by including fuzzy evaluation, various evaluations
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tbr mode are included as explanation variables and the choice set is easily changeable as a
chancteristic of this model. But, the difficultly to predict explanation variables in future is
especially problem.

Characteristics of disaggregate logit and AHP model are summarized in Table-l. Two
models are manJ merits and problems. To construct a useful, meaningful and precise
model tbr modal choice, the problem in those models must be resolved, and approach is
the synthesis of both models.

I'eble-l Comparison belween AHP mdel and disaggrrgale logit rnodel
AHP rmdel Disagqregale lc

Slructure of
rmdel

mode and explanatory variables are

summarized in herarchy slructure.

The nndel is costrucled using evalualion
values ofrnode and explanatory variables,
inrhrdino firz ewrhrilinn in o noir nf

explanation variables fbr each nnde are

selecled, and are individualy,

indeoendentlv and definitelv evaluated in

Personal

altn'butes, etc.

ror*-iousness dala factors data

similarity of consciousness by personal

rttributes are classified, and nndels are

ronslnraieal in eerh mnrrn nf nerons

are directly added to explanalion

alternative consciousness data by a pair of assumed physical factors dala

nrrits and

&nrcrits
as fuzzy evalualion is included, realistic

"vehrelinn fnr mde ic empr{pd
fuzzy evaluation is not insluded

various evalualbns for ry.rde are included
as explanalion variables

Explanation variables are limiled to
personal attribules and physical factors for

Ihe choice set is easily changeabb ifsettled choice set changes,

reconslruction of nrodel is required.
prediction of explanation variables is
possible in future

it is diflicult to predict explanalion
ueriehhs in lirtrrre

This paper aims at constructing an improved model of modal choice by using both AHP
and disaggregate logit models and considering how to use those models. At First, tactors
lbr modal choice are identitied by a preliminary questionnaire, and summarized in a tlow
chart classitying tactors into tive steps. Applying AHP technique, the importance of each
tactor in modal choice is investigated, and AHP weights of factors by questionnaire are
scored. AHP weights in each tactor are analyzed with personal attributes, using
Quantitication Theory I . Also, a relation between AHP weights for alternatives ana
various factors tbr modal choice, such as personal attributes, transporl service tactors etc.,
are tbund by the application of the variance analysis. Then, these AHP weights for
alternatives are represented by various tactors on the application of Quantification Theory
I . Choice probability of mode is calculated using these AHP weighrs (AIIP model)

Secondly, a disaggregate logit model tbr modal choice with the same explanation variables
as in the AtlP model, is proposed (traditional disaggregate logit model), and the model is
compared with the AHP model. Issues of each model are discussed.

Thirdly, using AHP weights tbr alternatives as explanatory variables, a disaggregate logit
model tbr modal choice is also proposed. In other words, the consciousness of travcler tbr
modal choice is introduced in a logit model (AIIP-type of disaggregate logit model). In
additkrn, the improvement of AHP model is attempted. It is discussed that which t'actor is
important in modal choice by comparing between improved weights and them of the
questionnaire. Choice probabilities of modes are calculated using these AHP weights
(lmproved AHP model).
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Finally, these four models; AHP model, traditional disaggregate logit model, AHP-type of
disaggregate logit model and improved AHP model, are compared each other.
Characteristics of these models are understoo4 and it is discussed how to use these
models.

Questionnaire for modal choice in our study is carried out in Fukuoka urban area as shown
in Figure-1. Fukuoka urban area is composed of 8 cities, 13 towns and I village. Fukuoka
city is the core of this urban area.

Alima

\'
Hia6hiitkuma .btir.

L-r Fukuoka city

Figure l. Fuhroka Urban Arra and Zoning hr thc Sludy

2. SUMMARY OF QUESTIONNATRE SURVEY

For questionnaire, three slation areas o[ Akama, Maebaru and Higashit'ukuma on JR
Kyushu lines are selecled, which are located at residential areas near Fukuoka Cily in
Japan. The questionnaire survey data are analyzed to clear the reaxrn of modal choice of
passengers tbr commuting and attending-to-school trips. Factors tbr modal choicc are
identitled by a preliminary questionnaire, and summarized in a tlow chart arranged intcr
live grades (Figure-2). Number of questionnairc; ite m lirr AHP is 59 at all in the method of
the paired comparircn judgment, divided into 9 dcgrees. The investigation was carried out
tiom 21st lo 24th, October 1994. Summaries of questionnaire survey are shown as in
Table-1.

Tahle l. Summarl o[Queslionnairc Suney

of
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3. ANALYSIS BY ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS

3.1 Analysis of AHP Weights on Factors

Using an AHP structural model, the imporlance of each tactor is investigated in modal
choice, and relevant consciousness tbr choosing is scored. The result is shown in Table-2.
The way of calculation is an arithmetic average method of every individual. The
consistency indexes of all hierarchy are equal to or less than 0.1, which means to be
significant.

From each weight at level II, il is tbund that persons consider lhe convenience as most
important. The tbllowings are quickness and comtbrt in those orders. The sum of we ights
tirr these thctors is 0.70.

In the convenience at level II, the weight tbr necessity of transt'er is high, 0.217. The
weight of tlexibility is 0.207, and one of parking place, 0.205. The sum of weights lbr
these tactors is 0.632. From these results, it is seen thal persons want much more to go to
destination without transl'er of mode in commuting trip.

I*r'el I lrvcl II Irvcl lll lrvcl IV lrvcl V

Figurt 2. Consciousness Slructurc o[Modal Choicc
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Table 2. Weights of Faclom in Modal Choice

)lJ

Construction of Modal Choice Model Considering User's Consciousness

0.1.16 0.03E

0.217 0b6o
r 16 0.032

u9 0.03
0.057

0.m5
6.O27

Notqs : Fack)r nunrbq in lrycl [U or IV is shtnn in Figuc2 C.l. = Comistcncy lndexc
= rclativ€ weight i max = Max eigerualue

Tahle 3. The Result ofAHP Relative Weights in Factor Using Quantification Theory I
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In-the tuickness ar level .lI, the mgs! irypglanr facror is the rravel rime, which weight is
0.303- The weight of arrival time is 0.289. The sum of weights of these tactors is 0:592.
That is to siy, factors on time are important to choose a model

In the comfort at level II , congestion is the most important for modal choice in
commuting trip. The important factor after congestion is tiredness, 0.282. Consequently, it
is contirmed that two thctors of convenience and quickness are very important fbr mddat
choice.

D.distanc lr)

.distance to ofllce bv train

l'l.numher of road lirr
I.3rd industries employe in

J.3rd induslries cmployee in

Knumber of transl'er tirEs by

M.convcrted difl'crene of

O.corverted differemt of

r*' is signilicant level at 1%.l.isignificani + is significanr lcvel at 107.
Fretor nurnber is shown in Figure3.
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It is seemed that the evaluation of weights tbr these factors is dift'erent according to
personal attributes. Namely, AHP relative weights are calculaled in each personal attriblte,
an-d AHP weights in personal attributes can be grouped on the basis of similarity. AHP
relative weights in each lhctor are analyzed with personal attributes using Quantihcdion
Thguy I -. Hcre, Quantitlcation Theoiy I predict a quantitative variible (dependent
variable) hom qualitative variables (independent variable). It means that independent
variables of multiplc regression analysis are qualitatively detined. Thc results are siown in
Table-3. In items, most of these models tbr weights have high partial correlation
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coefticients in occupation. Multiple correlation coefticients are passable results at 0.728-
0.933.

3.2 Estimation of AHP Weights forNternative Mode

Characteristics of weights for each factor at level V are analyzed in personal attributes
and travel conditions by the use of variance analysis. Personal attributes are sex, age and

occupation. Travel conditions are distance lo office by train, access distance from home to
the station, degree of traftic congestion, number of road lanes, amount of 3rd industrial
employees in generating and attracling zones, number of transt'er times, number of
scheduled trains and converted ditTerence ofdistance, time and expense. Tratfic congestion
and number of road lanes are average values in zones through shortest route tiom a

generating zone to an attraiting one. These are obtained in the traftic census on road, and

are totaled in C zones, which are divided into 197 in Fukuoka urban area in the 3rd
Northern Kyushu person trip survey. Number of 3rd industrial employees indicates
whether lhe zone is in the central urban district or not.

Here, converted ditTerence of time, distance or expense is defined by the following
equation:

- ,lt - rtn"=ffi
where X: converted dift'erence of time, distance or expense,

da: lime, distance or expense by the concerned mode "A",
and ds: time, distance or expense by anothcr alternative mode "8".

(r)

Oeupation

Dbtame to offrc

Degree of traffrc

@0gestim

0. lz<

In evaluation of a mode, dift'erence or ratio among modes in the time, distance or pxpense

from home to oftice is important tactors. However, il is doubtful to evaluate mode using
only this ditl'erence or ratio. Theretbre, in the evaluation of modes, new explanation

0.167

Table 5. The Result of Quantification Theory I in Factor I

to 29 yrcar

to 39 )€a6
to 49 ycars

to 59 yea6

and omnrmicatin

ard releil wskeE

1.0 to 1.3

1.3 and over
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variables, thal the difference and ratio :ue converled in the above equalion, are required.

AHP weights at levelV are analyzed using Quanlitication Theory L Variables such as
distance, time and expense w_ere categorized considering each frequency distribution. Each
tactor has weights at level V of car and train. At tirst, relationships between weights at
levelV and explanation variables in each factor are understood by the use of viriance
analysis. Variance analysis is carried out using all explanation variables to find
rtlationships between variables and weights in each tactor. Null hypoih-elis is 'Veights tbr
factors are not ditl'erence among explanation variables". The results of variance inalysis
are shown in Table-4, marking with *, ** and ***.

Tahle 6. Results of Quantification Theory I in Factors except Factor I

In the tactor 8, which is "travel time", many explanation variables are signiticanl. Sex and
distance to oftice by road are signiticant at level of SVo in the tactor 1, which is "danger of
tratfic accident". Average weights of sex in the tactor I are 0.462 in male, 0.582 in t'e male.
Female is more worried about traflic accident than male. Degree of traffic congestion is
signiticant at level of l%, in the tactor 5 (congestion). This factor's weight is influenced by
tralfic congestions.

In the tactor 6, which is "chance lbr reading book etc. in the transportation", distance by
road is signiticant at level of 5%,. In the lhctor 8 (travel time), age is signiticant at level of
SVo. Nso, distance by road and train, degree of tratlic congestion, road lanes and number
of transt'er times in train are significant at level of l%'.
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In each tactor, weights at level V, which are the evaluated values lbr alternative modes, are
estimated by the use of Quantitication Theory I . Explanation variables in each tactor are
selected considering the result of variance analysis. For example, a model for taclor 1,
which is "danger of traflic accident", is shown in Table-S.

Multiple correlation coettcient is 0.634. Partial conelation coetllcient is highest at 0.488
in occupation. Also, those of personal attributes such as sex and age are high. That of
distance by road is lowest at 0.131. Evaluation of car is high in short distance and low in
the degree of trallic congestion.

Results of models tirr other lactors are shown in Table-6. For the lack of this paper, ranges.
partial and multiple correlation coetlicients in each tactor are indicated. Multiple
correlation coetllcient is highest in tactor 8 at 0.755, which is "travel time" and has many
signilicant variables in the variance analysis. Those of other models are low at 0.53-0.66
By using these models, relative weights of each tactor in level III and IV can be
calculatcd with physical variables. Next, weights at levelV can be calculated by each
evaluation value in a mode. From these weights, probability of modal choice is tbunded.
Hit ratio by this model is 65.6%, in all, fi.8% in train and 75.8Vo in car. On the orher hand,
hit ratio by AHP weights calculated using the result of questionnaire is 72.4Vo in all, 66.2Vo
in train and 85.5% in car. Needless to say, the precision of these models is not enough.

4. TRADITIONAL DISAGGREGATE LOGIT MODEL

Disaggregate logit model is applied to analysis and predict the modal choice tbr the
strategids and transporlation planning. This model assumes rational choosing behavior o[
mode, that pcrson chooses most useful mode in available modes, and is an excellent
method to explain personal choosing behavior.

Explanatbn variable

Dbtance to oflre

Access dbtance to statiT

Numtrr of rrud lanes

3rd industrial

3rd industrial

Numtrr of transfer tirnes

Nuntber of lrain

-3.578 |

0.35;l

a).7q

Then, a disaggregate logit model tbr modal choice with physical lactors and personal

1()2

Tahle 7. Disaggregate Logit Model with Physical and Personal Atlribulcs

N<Iir : + i significant bvel at 5% h r-vahr
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attributes as explanation variables, which are used in AHP model, is built up. Ditference
between this model and AHP model is discussed.

The model is constructed as shown in Table-7. In the model 1, which is constructed using
all e xplanation variables, hit ratio is good result in 92.2%. But, signs of parameters, which
are time and number of road lanes, are illogical. Next, models are repeatedly constructed
while excluded these variables, which are illogical and have less than 1.96 in absolute
t-value. The last modelis the model2. Hit ratio of this model is8O.7Vo, and likelihood ratio
is 0.354. It can be said that this model is better than AHP model.

5. AHP.TYPE OF DISAGGREGATE LOGIT MODEL

In AHP method, weights at levellll and lVtbr every choice lhctor were analyzed with
personal attributes as in S 3.2. Also, weights at level V in each tactor were analyzed with
personal attributes and travel conditions. These results were not satistied. But,
characteristics of user's consciousness tbr mode could understand in detail. The model,
which is constructed, based on user's consciousness, is useful lo explain the structure of
consciousness in modal choice, even if the prccision of this model is not enough.

Explanation variable

'l'rain dunrnrv

5.92rc *

0.557

96.9%

in Figurc-3

On the other hand, in the traditional disaggregate logit model, which was built up using
physical lhctors and personal attributes, the precision is high. But, modal choice is
essentially intluenced not only physical tactors but also personal consciousness tactors.
Namely, cven the evaluation o1 personal physical lactors is ditterent among various groups
of pcrsons. ln modal choice, it is assumed that person chooses the transportation means on
the basis of various elements. In addition, it is difticult to evaluate characteristics of each

alternative mode. Improvement o[ precision and signilicance of model is expected by

Joumal of the Eastern Asia Society tbr Transportation Studies, Vol.4. No.2. October. 2001
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constructing model considering these issues. Also, it is necessary to get the inlbrmation of
another modes except the chosen mode. But, the accurate inlbrmation of alternative modes
is not expected to obtain.

To solve these issues, it is proposed that the disaggregate logit models for modal choice are
constructed using these AHP weights as explanation variables. At that time, the evaluation
value for modes in each l'actor is required as explanation variables. Accordingly, weights at
levelV tbr L8 tactors are only added as explanation variables. The model AHP-type of
disaggregate logit model) is constructed with these explanation variables, which are 21
tactors including weights at levelV tbr 18 tacton as common variables, train dummy as
train specitic variable, and holding of license and car as car specitic variables, as shown in
Table-8.

First of all, a model was constructed using all explanation variables. T-values of holding of
car are most high. In AHP scores, it can be said that t-values of the tbllowing two lactors
are high; "danger of other crime" and "travel time". On the other hand, signs of paramelers
of nine variables such as "danger of traffic accident", "danger of other crime", etc. are
negative and they are illogical.

Model 2 is constructed using explanation variables except nine variables, which are
illogical in model 1. In the model 2, t-values of "travel time", holding of car and train
dummy are high. However, signs of the parameters of "economy in travel", etc. are
illogical tlrther. Model 3 is constructed using explanation variables except tive variables,
which are illogical in model 2. In this model, t-values of train dummy, "travel time" and
holding of car are high as well as in models I and2.

In the same way, the models are simply constructed excluding illogical variables and
variables, which is low in t-value, and model 4 is tinally tbunded. In this model, t-values
tbr three variables of train dummy, r'travel time" and holding of car are high, and those are
signiticant in 5%, level. Moreover, hit ratios are 91.7%, in a11,96.9%, in the train and 80.6%
in the car. Likelihood ratio is 0.557. It can be founded that the model 4 is enough good in
precision, signilicant and simple.

From this result, it is understood that AllP weights are useful as explanation variables in a
disaggregate logit model. Also, it is enough to use only weights at level V, which are
evaluation values lo modes tbr each tactor. This model retlects the consciousness in each
group of persons. It is possible to improve the precision of traditional disaggregate model.
Model can be constructed with fuzzy information of alternative modes.

6.IMPROVEDAHP MODEL

In the questionnaire for AflP analysis, lactors are summarized into some levels to obtain
easily answer. In this case, it is dit'ticult tbr person to evaluate tactors of the upper level of
AHP structure, because meaning of these factors become more abslract. Theretbre, it can
be said that factors in AHP model must be rationally summarized into some levels.

It is important tbr AHP method lo evaluale alternative modes in a pair of comparison in
each tactor, and to calculate relative weight of each thctor. h is advantage to use the weight
of factor even though choice set is changed. Theretbre, it is requested that more accurate
AHP model is constructed. Also, trom the result of AHP-type disaggregate logit model, it
is understood that a precise model is constructed using only weights at level V .

A improved model is construcled by using only weights at levelV, which are evaluation
values of alternative modes. Then, for hierarchy structure, weights are reversibly estimated
in each level. Firstly, choice probability of mode j in each person is defined as tbliows:
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P,, =) w,a,,, Q)' ,!7

Where w, : estimated AHP weight of tactor i,
ar, : weight at levelVof mode j on t'actor i,
m : number clf lactor, n : size of sample

d,r,isd.tin"dthat.6r=7it'modejischos-enanddr=0ifmodejisnot.Theretbre,
equation (2) is transtbrmcd as tbllows:

:
P =f1P o,

rt ll rn
j-t

Joint probability L*, which is appeared by the selecting pattern of all persrns, is detined as
tbllowing equation to calculate backwords weights lbr every tactor at a level in AHP
model.

Maximizc

l$

subjcct ro ) w - 1.0 und ().0 < W, < 1.0.
H
/,. l

(3)

(4).' : f]fl",.'" ,
il-t j-t

Tablc 9. Comparison Retween AHP Rclative at Levellll and IV

Fac'tor

0.1695

N()te : F&c1()r nn*)er i shrwn h Figwe-2

Results of the application of above equation are shown in Table-9. Weights at levellll and
IVcalculated by the questionnaire are also shown in the same table. The weight of
"economy in travel" is highest, and those of "danger of tratllc accident" and "travel time"
are alxr high in the questionnaire survey. In reversibly estimated AHP weights, weights of
"cconomy in travel", "tiredness" and "travel time" arc high, and the result is approximately
samc in comparison with the case by the questionnaire. But, a weight of "danger of tratfic
accident" is lower than the one by questionnaire survey. From this resuh, sal'ety is one of
important tactors in user's consciousness lo choose a mode. But, this tactor is not ret'lected

Joumal of the F-astern Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol.4, No.2. October, 2001
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to actual travel behavior.

This model directly ret'lects the consciousness in each group of persons, and fuzzy
consciousness can be directly used. In comparison between improved weights and them of
the questionnaire in each t'actor, weights of "economy in travel" are almosl similar.
Oppositely, weights of "danger of tratfic accident", "tiredness" and "travel time', are
dit't'erent. In weights by questionnaire data, evaluation of the tactors in the upper level is
ditlicult as mentioned above. User's consciousness tbr modal choice can be understood,
but reflection of actual travel behavior is difficult. On the other hand" improved weights are
calculated by the actual travel behavior. It is said that these weights are user's
consciousness, which are retlected the actual travel behavior. Theret'ore, in a model tbr
modal choice, improved weights arc better than weights by questionnaire. survey.

7. COMPARISON AMONG MODELS AND CONSIDERATIONS

In__previous ghapter, the tbur models such as AHP model, the disaggregate logit mode,
AHP-type of disaggregate logit model and improved AHP model are buih up. Gmpared
among these models in hit ratio, the results ar€ shown as in Table-10.

Tahle 10. Comparison of Hit Ratios in Every Model

Small sized 1Erson trip survey

' ln the case of changing the choice set

such as introduction of new
iransportation tneans

, In the case without changing the choice
sel such as strategies of TDM

Figure 3. The System of Constnrction aod Application of Modet for Modat Choice
In the model by the AHP merhod, the hit ratio of train is low, 60.g2r,, rhat o[ car is high,
74.2%,, and that of all is lowesr ar 65.1%,.In the disaggregare logir model using ptrysllai
and personal attributes, hit ratio is8O.7%, in all. But, itrat of train-is lowest at ie.S*,.nit
ratio of AHP-type disaggregate logit mode I is highest at 97.7%,. Also, those of train and car
are high at 96.9%' and 80.6%'. In the improved-AHP model, hit ratio is 85.4% in torat. It
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can be said that this model is better than the traditional AHP model and the disaggregate
logit model. But, this model is still int'erior than AIIP-type of disaggregate logir model.

C-onsequently, it is clear to be able to construct the consciousness model which is reflected
correctly selection activities of transportation by reversibly estimating the relative weights
of AHP method, and this model is better than the AHP model. From these results, model
tbr modal choice uses only weights at levelV, which are the evaluated values for mode in
each thctor. Theretbre, in the questionnaire, only evaluation of mode in each factor is
investigated, this model is obtained without complicated questionnaire. Also, it can be said
that lhe improved AHP model tbr modal choice is useful, meaningful and precise.

From the se results, AHP-type of disaggregate logit model is best in tbur models. But, if the
choice set is changed, it is necessary that the model must be constructed once more. On the
other hand, as evaluation values tbr mode by a pair of comparison are used, the choice set
is easily changeable in AHP model. In this case, AHP model is advantageous. Therefore,
Improved AHP model is also recommended considering these things. As a result, in
prediction without changing the choice set, AHP-type of disaggregate logit model is
proposed. Also, the improved AHP model is proposed in the case of changing the choice
set. The tbrmer is usetul tbr the plan such as traftic demand managemenl, and the latter is
useful tbr the plan such as introduction of new transportation means. The concept of
construction of model lbr modal choice is summarized in Fugure-3 based on these studies.
AHP weights are analyzed using consciousness dala of persons. Traditional disaggregate
logit model is constructed using small sized person trip dat& Improved AHP weights are
calculated by actual travel behavior. In this model, mainly important factors for actual
travel behavior are selected. AHP-type of disaggregate logit model is constructed using
evaluation values tbr mode of mainly important tactors.

8. CONCLUSION

Merits and demerits of AHP and disaggregate logit model, which is generally used as

model tbr modal choice, understood To solve these problems and construct useful,
meaningtul and precise model tbr modal choice, an improved model tbr modal choice are
constructed by using merits both AHP and disaggregate logit models. Summaries of results
are shown as tbllows:

(1) From the result of AHP method, it can be said that convenience is consciously most
importance in the modal choice in the commuting and attending-to-school trip, and
nexl is quickness.

(2) In AHP method, weights at levellll and IV of tactors were analyzed with personal
attributes. Also, weights at level V in each factor were analyzed with personal
attributes and travel conditions. The results were not satisfied. But, characteristics of
users consciousness to mode choice are understood in detail. Realistic evaluation for
mode is expected by including fuzzy evaluation, various evaluations for mode are
added as explanation variables and the choice set is easily changeable as characteristics
of this model. But, it is diflicult to predict explanation variables in future.

(3) Disaegregate logit model tbr modal choice with physical factors and personal attributes
as explanation variable, which is used in AHP model, is analyzed. It can be said that
the precise of this model is better than AHP model. As merit of this model, prediction
of explanation variables is possible in future. But, fuzzy evaluation is not include4 and
reconstructed model is required ifsettled choice set changes.

(4) Another of disaggregate logit model is constructed using only personal attributes and
the relative weights at levels III and IV. Because hit ratio and likelihood ratio are high
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in this model, the result is good. Consequently, while AHP scores are introduced the
model as explanatory variables, it is possible to construct the model which ietlects the
tactor of consciousness. Model can be constructed with fuzzy intbrmation of afternative
modes. Although it is possible to improve the precision of traditional disaggregate
model, it can be said that lhe use of model is built to the qelative evaluation '.etweon
choiccr.

(5) In compansn between relative weights by questionnaire and improved weights in each
factor, wcights of'*economy in travel" are almost similar. Oppositely, weights of
"danger of tratllc accident", "tiredness" and "travel time" are ditl'erent. In weights by
questionnaire, evalualion of the tactors in upper level is dittcult as mentioned abovi.
User's consciousness tbr modal choice can be understood, but retlection o[ actual travel
behavior is ditficult. On the other hand, improved weights are calculated by actual
travel behavior. It is said that these weights are user's consciousness, which are
retlected actual travel behavior. Therelbre, in model tbr modal choice, improved
weights are better than weights by a questionnaire.

(6) In comparison among models included proposed models, AHP-type of disaggregate
logit model is best in precision. But, if the choice set is changed in the case of
disaggregate logit model, the circumstances of parameters change, and it is nccessary
that the model must be construcled once more. On the other hand, the choice sel is
easily changeable in AHP model. Theretbre, Improved AHP model is also
recommended considering these things. As a result, in prediction without changing the
choice set, AHP-type of disaggregate logit modetis useful. AIso, Improved AHP model
is recommended tbr the plan in the case of changing the choice set. The system of
construction and application of model tbr modal choicc using both AHP and
disaggregate logil model is proposed in Fugure-3.
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